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1: Weapons - Fallout 4 Wiki Guide - IGN
Get this from a library! Weapons animals wear. [Lynn M Stone] -- Describes the different antlers, horns, and hooves that
deer, moose, caribou, sheep, cattle, and other related animals have and how they use them.

An arrowhead made of quartzite might be found in almost every state, because it is one of the most commonly
available materials. Chert is also commonly found in many areas. The bevel is the slope or slant of the surface
or face of the edge of the arrowhead at each side. Their notch type categorizes arrowheads. The notching of an
arrowhead makes it different from other arrowheads. Arrowheads are classified into seven categories: The
Indians did not have steel or hard metal to gouge out hard stone; many people thought that a strange process
was used to make the tools. Material for points are found in natural pebbles found along creeks or it is broken
from rocky ledges of flint, novaculite, jasper, chalcedony, chert obsidian, or other hard brittle stone. A piece is
held in the left hand and struck a curving blow with a hammer-stone. The hammer-stone trims off the chips on
one-sided at a time, or both as the nature of the stone and its shape dictates. Chipping the stone requires
directing the blow in the right direction and using the right amount of force. The blow causes a shell
â€”shaped chip to come off. The chipping process continues until the stone is takes its general shape. Pressing
out a small chip, turning the blade over and pressing in on the other side, does this. The process is kept up by
alternating the direction of the chipping, from side to side, until the notch is deep enough. Many products were
ruined before they were finished, because flint breaks so easily. Dudney said the stunner was used to stun an
animal that the hunter did not want to kill. Some tribes did not believe in killing certain animals, like an eagle.
An eagle might be stunned so that feathers could be collected. But some collectors think the stunner was used
hafted onto a short shaft and used as a knife, gouge, or scraper for removing marrow from bone. Most poison
points were notchless an triangular shaped so the arrowhead could detach easily and remain in the wound in
case the shaft of the arrow should be jarred lose or fall. The arrowhead would be soaked in rattlesnake venom
or decayed meat. Some people speculate that another method of poisoning was to imbed an arrowhead in an
animal liver and the place it on an anthill, while the liver decayed, ants would bite into it. At one time, all
small arrowheads were called birdpoints. But a small arrowhead if properly placed can kill a large animal.
This would be true, especially if several birdpoints were shot into the animal. Any good-sized piece of flint
material could be used as a scraper. A thumb scraper usually has a perfect place for the thumb to fit. It is
usually no beige than a fifty-cent coin. It could also be a formidable weapon. A knife was a weapon, tool and
eating and cooking utensil all in one. An Indian could use it to put up dwelling, mend moccasins an clothing,
make arrows, skin animals, clean fish, build traps, scrape hides, take scalps. It was either carried around the
neck on a rawhide string or sheathed at his side. This simple instrument could be crucial in a life or death
struggle with man, beast or the elements. Dudney has a tang knife. He said that it was one of his favorite finds.
He took it to the Kansas Historical Museum and they identified it. It was worn around a male Indians neck on
a piece of rawhide. It was a utility knife, like a pocketknife. Dudney found the base of the knife. Every year he
returns to the field where he found it, hoping to find the tip of the knife. It was grooved for hafting onto a
handle and used like an ax. It is different from an ax, because it has a blunt or rounded end. It can weigh from
one to twenty pounds. Dudney told a funny story about his wife and his hammer. She asked hm what it was
and he told her about it. He came home one day and found her using it to hammer in nails. The shaft is usually
made from branches of wild cherry, birch, ash, chokecherry or willow trees. This wood is harder and more
durable that others. The shaft straightener was used to smooth out the imperfections and make it straight. It
was usually made of sandstone, because it is abrasive. Running the ring up and down the shaft until it was
perfect used it. It could be used for long hours and not cause a lot of discomfort. It is usually oblong and 4 to 6
inches lond and 3 to 4 inches wide. It was used to grind corn, berries, or seeds to be used for cooking. It is
used for both secular and ceremonial purposes. It was usually brought out for group functions like, war rallies,
trading, ritual dances, healing ceremonies, marriage negotiations, or to settle a dispute. Tobacco was
considered a gift from the supernatural powers to man. The smoke from the pipe would carry the prayers to
their destination. Pipes were made from catlinite or pipestone. In the United States it can only be found in
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Wisconsin or Minnesota. Therefore, pipestone could only be acquired with permission from the Sioux. The
Kansas Historical Museum verified its authenticity. Part of the pipe is broken off. Dudney keeps looking for
the rest of the pipe. The friend told him that his great-great grandmother was a friend with a little Ute girl that
stayed at the cabin during the winter. The little girl was sick and had been left with the white family for the
winter. In the spring, her family came back to get her. As a gift of thanks the white family was given the war
club. The club has a horses tail tied to it and the handle is covered with leather and the end is a round rock
with leather. The rock is about the size of a baseball. It is special piece in his collection. It is always exciting
to find an Indian artifact. It is a mystery to think about who had made the arrowhead or how was the knife
used. Exploring an ancient culture and learning its history has been interesting. Keep looking at the ground
and sifting through dirt because you never know who has been there before and what they may have left. In
person Interview Friedhoff, B.
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2: Animals & Animal Gear â€“ d20PFSRD
Weapons Animals Wear (Animal Weapons Discovery Library) [Lynn M. Stone] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Describes the different antlers, horns, and hooves that deer, moose, caribou, sheep, cattle,
and other related animals have and how they use them.

How did Stone Age hunter-gatherers live? Part of Prehistoric How did Stone Age hunter-gatherers live? Stone
Age hunter-gatherers had to catch or find everything they ate. They moved from place to place in search of
food. Early Stone Age people hunted with sharpened sticks. Later, they used bows and arrows and spears
tipped with flint or bone. People gathered nuts and fruits and dug up roots. They went fishing using nets and
harpoons. Stone Age people cut up their food with sharpened stones and cooked it on a fire. They used animal
skins to make clothes and shelters. But the next day they had to start finding food again! In the early Stone
Age, people made simple hand-axes out of stones. They made hammers from bones or antlers and they
sharpened sticks to use as hunting spears. Watch the video to see how these were made. Raksha Dave finds out
how our ancient ancestors made tools and weapons from flint. What animals lived in prehistoric Britain?
Climate change during the Stone Age caused animal life in Britain to go through several changes. During the
Ice Ages, Britain was covered by ice and snow. Herds of mammoths, reindeer and woolly rhinoceroses
roamed across the snow and brown bears sheltered in caves. In the warm periods between the Ice Ages,
Britain became as hot as Africa is today! Elephants, hippos, rhinos and hyenas all moved north through
Europe to live in Britain. The last Ice Age ended around 15, years ago and the British climate became very
similar to how it is today. The forests were full of foxes and red squirrels. Wolves and bears lived in the hills.
Britain was home to most of the species of birds, fish and shellfish we have today, so people had a wide range
of food to eat. During the Ice Ages, prehistoric people hunted hairy mammoths in Britain. What kind of art did
hunter-gatherers make? Stone Age Britons made necklaces and bracelets from tusks, bones and shells. They
also drew patterns on their bodies, using a kind of paint made from ochre a type of red clay. People living in
caves decorated their walls with pictures of animals. Carvings found on cave walls show giant bulls, stags,
horses, bison and birds. No cave paintings have been found in Britain, but Stone Age Britons probably painted
scenes like the ones found at Lascaux in France. The Lascaux cave paintings were created around 14, years
ago. They show animals as well as some human hunters. Some historians believe that Stone Age paintings had
a religious meaning. They think the painted animals were meant to represent powerful spirits. This work of art
was found in a cave at Cresswell Crags, Derbyshire. It was made around 12, years ago. The Stone Age artist
used a sharp stone to scratch the outline of a horse onto a piece of bone. Explore this picture to find out about
Grey Otter, an imaginary Stone Age boy. Details about his way of life are based on evidence found at a camp
in Star Carr in Yorkshire. Start activity Explore the image below to find out what footprints, bones and tools
can tell us about prehistoric people.
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3: Ranger (character class) - Wikipedia
Animals & Animal Gear The animals, mounts, and related gear in this section can be found in most large cities. Based
on its location, a settlement might not have all of these animals or related gear available at a given time (as the GM
deems fit).

What does it mean? Caddo is pronounced "CAD-oh. Some Caddo people believe it comes from the native
words for "true chiefs," while others think it was a place name that comes from the Caddo word for "sharp.
Most Caddo people today live in Oklahoma. How is the Caddo Indian nation organized? The Caddo Nation
has its own government, laws, police, and other services, just like a small country. However, the Caddos are
also US citizens and must obey American law. In the past, each Caddo band was led by a chief chosen by a
council of warriors. Historically, all these chiefs were male. Today, Caddo councilmembers and chairmen are
elected, just as senators and governors are, and can be either men or women. What language do the Caddo
Indians speak? Most Caddos speak English today, but some people, especially elders, also speak their native
Caddo language. However, some Caddo people are working to keep their language alive. What was Caddo
culture like in the past? What is it like now? Here is a link to the Caddo Nation of Oklahoma , where you can
learn about the Caddo people past and present. Sponsored Links Caddo girl They do the same things any
children do--play with each other, go to school and help around the house. Many Caddo children like to go
hunting and fishing with their fathers. In the past, Indian kids had more chores and less time to play, just like
colonial children. But they did have dolls , toys, and games to play. In one Caddo game, kids tried to throw a
dart through a moving hoop. Caddo mothers, like many Native Americans, traditionally carried their babies in
cradle boards on their backs--a custom which many American parents have adopted now. Caddo couple Caddo
men were hunters and sometimes went to war to protect their families. Caddo women were farmers and also
did most of the child care and cooking. Both genders took part in storytelling, artwork and music, and
traditional medicine. In the past, the chief and council members were always men, but today Caddo women
can sit on the council too. What were Caddo homes like in the past? There were two different types of Caddo
houses. The eastern Caddos in Louisiana built tall beehive-shaped grass houses like the one in this picture.
The western Caddos, in Texas and Oklahoma, built earthen lodges with thatched roofs. Here are some more
pictures of Native American houses like the ones Caddo Indians used. Each Caddo village also included a
temple and a sports field. Sometimes villages were surrounded by log walls for protection. No one lives in
these old-fashioned dwellings anymore. Today the Caddoes live in modern houses and apartment buildings,
just like you. What was Caddo clothing like? Did they wear feather headdresses and face paint?
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4: Weapons and Tools of the Native American Indians
We carry a variety of self defense weapons that you could use to protect and defend yourself against an attack. The
more common ones we carry are stun guns, pepper spray, and telescopic steel batons. We also carry animal repellents
which can help defend against attacking dogs or even bears.

Hoplomachus[ edit ] The Hoplomachus Greek "armed fighter" wore quilted, trouser-like leg wrappings,
loincloth, a belt, a pair of long shin-guards or greaves, an arm guard manica on the sword-arm, and a brimmed
helmet that could be adorned with a plume of feathers on top and a single feather on each side. He was
equipped with a gladius and a very small, round shield. He also carried a spear, which the gladiator would
have to cast before closing for hand-to-hand combat. The hoplomachi were paired against the Myrmillones or
Thraeces. He was equipped also with a dagger for use once he snared his opponent. They are heavily
armoured gladiators: Murmillones were typically paired with Thracian, but occasionally with the similar
hoplomachus. To compensate for this reduced protection, parmularii were usually equipped with two greaves ,
rather than the single greave of a scutarius. The hoplomachus and thraex would have been counted as
parmularii. In the later Imperial period, their armament ceased to reflect its military origins, and changes in
armament followed changes in arena fashion only. Provocatores have been shown wearing a loincloth, a belt, a
long greave on the left leg, a manica on the lower right arm, and a visored helmet without brim or crest, but
with a feather on each side. They were the only gladiators protected by a breastplate cardiophylax which is
usually rectangular, later often crescent-shaped. They fought with a tall, rectangular shield and the gladius.
They were paired only against other provocatores. He carried a trident and a net, equipment styled on that of a
fisherman. The retiarius wore a loincloth held in place by a wide belt and a larger arm guard manica extending
to the shoulder and left side of the chest. He fought without the protection of a helmet. Occasionally a metal
shoulder shield galerus was added to protect the neck and lower face. A tombstone found in Romania shows a
retiarius holding a dagger with four spikes each at the corner of a square guard instead of the usual bladed
dagger. This was previously thought to be an artistic invention or perhaps a ceremonial weapon, but a recent
discovery of a gladiator graveyard found that several of the remains had four odd-looking marks that form the
outline of a square on their bones which is consistent with the use of such a weapon. The retiarus stood on a
bridge or raised platform with stairs and had a pile of fist-sized stones to throw at his adversaries. While the
retiarius tried to keep them at bay, the secutores tried to scale the structure to attack him. The platform, called
a pons bridge , may have been constructed over water. They wore tunics to distinguish them from the usual
retiarius, and were looked on as a social class even lower than infamia. A wooden sword is widely assumed,
however, Cicero in a letter speaks of a gladiator being awarded a rod in a context that suggests the latter: Tam
bonus gladiator, rudem tam cito accepisti? Being so good a gladiator, have you so quickly accepted the rod? If
he chose to remain a gladiator, he was called a rudiarius. These were very popular with the public as they were
experienced. Not all rudiarii continued to fight; there was a hierarchy of rudiarii that included trainers, helpers,
referees, and fighters. Samnite gladiator type The Samnite was an early type of heavily armed fighter that
disappeared in the early imperial period. The Samnites were a powerful league of Italic tribes in Campania
with whom the Romans fought three major wars between and BC. A "Samnite" gladiator was armed with a
long rectangular shield scutum , a plumed helmet, a short sword, and probably a greave on his left leg. It was
frequently said that Samnites were the lucky ones since they got large shields and good swords. It is
speculated[ by whom? A murmillo or a secutor would be a scutarius ; the additional protection or advantage
afforded by the large shield was typically offset by the use of only one short greave, in contrast to the two
greaves of a parmularius. Secutor[ edit ] The secutor "pursuer" developed to fight the retiarius. As a variant of
the murmillo, he wore the same armour and weapons, including the tall rectangular shield and the gladius. The
helmet of the secutor, however, covered the entire face with the exception of two small eye-holes in order to
protect his face from the thin prongs of the trident of his opponent. The helmet was also round and smooth so
that the retiarius net could not get a grip on it. His weapon was the Thracian curved sword sica or falx , c.
They were introduced as replacements for the Gauls after Gaul made peace with Rome. They commonly
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fought Myrmillones or Hoplomachi. Velites The velites "skirmishers" fought on foot, each holding a spear
with an attached thong for throwing. Named for the early and similarly armed Republican army units of the
same name.
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5: Wampanoags - Home
You will read accounts of war dogs and other animals including winged-war birds, war horses and mules, and even a
war cat. There are also stories of British war dogs.

You not only have to worry about tracking and taking down the game, but what you use to do it. The hundreds
of species, the different ammo types, the different weapons, the tactics and equipment make it incredibly
involved. Red Dead Redemption 2 hunting guide Hunting is mainly useful for three things: If you want to
keep your health core high, wear the best clothes, and craft the best ammo, hunting is your bread and butter.
Here are just some of the things you can do with hunting goods: Study the animal and it should give you a star
rating on their pelt. Three stars â€” Pristine â€” is what you want. As our Red Dead Redemption 2 pelt guide
points out, you then need to use the correct ammunition on the animal to keep the pelt at high quality. You
also need to go for kill shots, rather than repeatedly firing at them. Red Dead Redemption 2 â€” how to get
clean hunting kills As mentioned above, the quality of your kill is about using the right ammunition which you
can check in the compendium , as well as making a clean kill. All animals have kill spots that you can target
for an instant kill. These areas are highlighted in red once you reach Level 4 of Dead Eye. Unlocked in
Chapter 5, this Dead Eye upgrade makes your reticle turn red when close to a vital organ such as the brain or
the heart. Hit these small targets for an instant kill. Be aware that you also have to account for penetration,
though â€” animals with thick skulls, for example, can only be taken down instantly with high velocity
cartridges and powerful rifles. Here are the legendary animal locations in Red Dead Redemption 2. The only
problem is, where do you find the buggers? Some of the animals can be found across large portions of the map
anyway â€” those damn badgers are everywhere. Bat locations Need some bat wings or stringy meat?
Appropriately, these are all around the outskirts of the town of Armadillo. You can also find gila monsters and
iguana around here: Beaver locations Whether you want scent glands or beaver fur, these little critters can be
tough to track down. You will find a patch of them West of Strawberry, around a lake. Bull locations As far as
I know, there are two spots for bulls. Waxwing locations These small birds can be difficult to track down, so
head to these locations to get those cedar waxwing feathers: For other animal species, just use a bit of common
sense. Pigeons scavenge in Saint Denis, gulls are by the coast, farm animals are in farms, and amphibians are
by lakes and rivers. The Bayou North of Saint Denis features its own habitat and hosts species such as
bullfrog, alligators, cranes, egrets, and turtles. New Austin is home to desert-dwelling animals.
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6: War Animals - Veterans Today | News - Military Foreign Affairs Policy
Animals have Natural weapons, so it would stand to reason than any animal would be able to use such an item. The
problem with animals and some items is that they cannot (for obvious reasons) activate magical items, so any items they
could use would have to be of the "always on when worn" variety.

Some weapons were more effective when charging on a horse like the lance , while others were better for hand
to hand combat like the sword. Lance - The lance was a long wooden pole with a metal tip and hand guards.
Because the lance was so long, the knight could attack from his horse. This gave the knight a serious
advantage against foot soldiers. The lance could also be used to knock enemy knights off of their horses.
Sword - The sword was the preferred weapon once the knight had dismounted or if his lance was broken
during battle. Some knights preferred a one-handed sword and a shield, while others preferred a larger
two-handed sword. Mace - The mace was a club with a big steel head. These weapons were designed to crush
an enemy. Longbow - Many knights considered the longbow to be a cowardly weapon. However, the longbow
became a major part of winning battles in the Middle Ages. The longbow could attack from a distance or a
castle wall. This horse was trained for battle. A good war horse could mean the difference between life and
death for a knight. The horse also wore armor for protection including metal plates to cover its neck, head, and
sides. Siege Weapons Knights also had to know how to use siege weapons. These were special weapons used
to capture castles. Belfry - The belfry was a tall rolling tower that would allow soldiers to safely approach the
castle walls. Once they reached the castle, they would exit the tower onto the top of the walls. Catapult - A
catapult could throw huge boulders onto the walls of the castle. These boulders could break down the walls
and destroy buildings inside the castle. Battering ram - The battering ram was a huge heavy log used to smash
down the gates of the castle. It took skill to ride a horse and fight with such heavy armor on. A plate mail
armor suit was sometimes known as a harness. Sometimes war horses were fitted with iron horse shoes which
could be used as weapons against foot soldiers. Some two-handed swords were well over five feet long.
Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. Listen to a recorded reading of this page: Your browser
does not support the audio element. More subjects on the Middle Ages:
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7: Clothing - RimWorld Wiki
They do not regularly wear bullet resistant vest but do when the accompany police on animal fight raids. They do write
tickets for unlicensed animals and animal bites and such. Their pay is about 1/2 of cops and their training takes only 2
weeks, cops training is on going but academy is 24 weeks.

I am asked to review books from time to time. I loved this book which holds. They wore fur, feathers, and
walked on hooves and paws. Chips is not the only dog of war to go above and beyond and show great courage
and determination. You will read other moving stories of heroism and selflessness. For animal lovers, this
book and the documented accounts of these war animals will make your heart swell, put a lump in your throat
and make your eyes wetâ€¦â€¦. The book is War Animals written by Robin Hutton. Prior to the attack on Pearl
Harbor, the U. The program for using dogs of war escalated but interestingly enough the military did not
originally begin the war dog program. An affluent New York poodle breeder, Arlene Erlanger, embraced the
idea that dogs could help in the Allied effort. Dog fanciers, kennel clubs, and the show dog community all lent
support to the forming of Dogs for Defense, Inc. The DFD was totally made up of volunteers with professional
trainers and organizers, donating time and experiences. Nearly 40, dogs initially were screened in a rigorous
process with ultimately 10, accepted to go through training to work in all branches of military service. Those
who did not make the cut were sent home to their relieved families. Dalmatian For each dog selected for the
war program the family received a certificate signed by the Quartermaster General and a thank you letter from
the commandant of the war dog reception and training center who received the dog. Leaving the ship
Generally, the location of the dog was kept secret from the owner, but dog handlers would sometimes send
updates back to the families. Of course, some never made it home again, just as many human soldiers did not.
Bird Released Winged Warrior This book offers subsequent developments of the war dog program. Cats,
birds, and turtles were also signed up from all states. Promotions were given due to length of service and some
dogs outranked his or her handler, according to this ranking system. Ike Observing Beauty You will read
accounts of war dogs and other animals including winged-war birds, war horses and mules, and even a war
cat. There are also stories of British war dogs. One of the war dogs you will read about is Chips, donated by
his family, who received the Silver Star for unbelievable courage and action in single-handedly attacking a
machine gun nest on a beach in Sicily and incapacitating a submachine which he pulled over and four enemy
soldiers. After the controversy of awarding an animal a medal, no more medals were given out. These animals
were injured, but were not eligible for a Purple Heart, although their battle wounds were received in the same
way that human soldiers received theirs. In some instances during war action, only the war dog was wounded
as he or she saved human lives.
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8: Red Dead Redemption 2 hunting guide - all animal locations, legendary animals
Knights of the Middle Ages used a variety of weapons. Some weapons were more effective when charging on a horse
(like the lance), while others were better for hand to hand combat (like the sword). Lance - The lance was a long wooden
pole with a metal tip and hand guards.

Taming, calming or charming animals; often they may be accompanied by a favored animal companion
Tracking and leaving no trail to be tracked Knowledge of herbs for medical and poisonous uses The art of
healing magical or medical due to their self-reliance Land and nature related magic and enchantments or the
ability to recognize them or resistance to them Ability to move quickly through any terrain they are familiar
with Main article: Rangers gain offensive bonuses against certain creatures through the choosing of a
"Favored Enemy" such as giants , dragons or undead. They may also gain defensive bonuses within certain
terrains through the choosing of a "Favored Environment" such as Desert, Forest or Urban that stacks with
their "Favored Enemy"; this further illustrates their cunning. In addition, rangers have access to divine magic
and an animal companion to aid them in battle. Rangers tend to prefer the company of fellow rangers, and they
are extensively trained. However, good rangers will often act as the guardians of others - whether appreciated
or not - by repelling "evil" forces and protecting the weak. Rangers have also appeared in one form or another
in other Final Fantasy games often called Archer or Hunter. Rangers can tame pets, summon nature spirits, set
traps, command beasts, use a variety of combat "stances" to evade attacks or run faster, and use powerful
marksmanship skills. Rangers wear medium armor higher than Scholar classes, lower than Soldier classes.
Subsequent expansions to the game added the Druid specialization focusing on healing and player buffs and
the Soulbeast specialization merging with their animal companion to boost their own capabilities. In the Guild
Battle portion of Guild Wars Player versus player rangers are known for their survivability and effectiveness
as solo characters, often acting separately from the rest of the team, reflecting the hardy and cunning nature of
a ranger. The races of Elves, Lurikeen, Celt, and Shar may become rangers. The differ from the archer class of
the other realms in that they wield two weapons instead of a sword and shield, or a large spear. Like all
archers, they employ spells to augment their abilities as bowmen, and are adept at stealth. Rangers in Fire
Emblem [ edit ] In Fire Emblem units of the Archer class can wield only bows, allowing them to attack most
enemy units without receiving a counterattack, but at the same time preventing them from counterattacking
enemies who manage to close to melee range. Hunter is a similar class with lower defensive stats, but the
ability to move through forest terrain without being slowed. In some games the Horseman class is instead
known as Ranger, and can be promoted from both Mercenary a balanced class specialising in two-handed
swords and Archer. Rangers in Heroes of Might and Magic [ edit ] The rangers in Heroes of Might and Magic
were a ranged class their special class ability was a slight bonus to their ranged skills. However, they were
notable for not having any connection to nature, only to pathfinding, and for being an advanced class of either
the barbarian or the thief neither of which normally become rangers. They have none of the association to
nature and animals common in other milieux, being primarily a distance attacker, though certain items allow
usage of poisons. RuneScape Rangers use lighter, leather armour, placing their defensive ability somewhere
between the low-armour magical classes and the high-armour melee classes. During PVP they are known to
wear heavy armour helmets and leggings if their defence level allows it. A Ranger may also invest in the
Mage skill so that they may use restricting spells that can hold the opponent in place while the caster uses
ranged attacks from a safe distance. Rangers in Maplestory [ edit ] In Maplestory the ranger is a third
advancement from the bowman base class. Rangers specialize in bows and rapid attacks in contrast to their
cousin, the sniper, who specializes with crossbows and power. Although there is not a clear affinity for nature,
both Rangers and Snipers can summon a silver hawk and golden eagle respectively, that can aid their caller in
battle by stunning a nearby monster. Rangers can become skilled or expert with many thrown or fired weapons
such as spears , arrows and bows and daggers. Rangers enjoy the ability to be able to skillfully cast
"Divination" spells that help them discover monsters, identify objects, map areas, etc. Orcs , Elves , Gnomes
and Humans can play ranger, the alignments available to this class are neutral and chaotic. Ranger in
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Dragonfable [ edit ] "Ranger" is a Class in the role-playing game Dragonfable. The Rangers of DragonFable
are described by Zhoom as moving from place to place and calling no one place home. All Rangers have
different codes of honor, but they live and die by that code. Zhoom also states that, "Rangers serve no king. In
order to Level Up this Class, the player needs to give Zhoom three Ancient Treasures, which can be obtained
by completing various Quests throughout the Sandsea. The Class armor consists of leather armor, leather
boots, and leather gloves with cloth pants. Its Skills involve enchanting arrows to cause flashbang and poison
effects, using multiple arrows to attack, and using multi-hit attacks that can involve both Melee and Ranged
attacks. Ranger in Scions of Fate [ edit ] In Scions of Fate the Ranger is a slow attacking warrior that uses
arrows to attack from far distances. He has relatively low health and defence ability. However he has a very
high dodging ability and attack power. The class is not actually called "Ranger". This class can only be
accessed if the Order Faction is selected. Ranger in EverQuest [ edit ] The Ranger of Norrath is a cousin of the
Druid, though one that specialises in melee as opposed to magical combat. They are usually referred to as
Guardians or Wardens of Nature and many have similar beliefs and principles to Druids; though as their
equipment often requires repairs and periodic replacing Rangers tend to be more comfortable socially than
their spell casting counterpart. They do still have a similar ability to call upon spirits of nature and unseen
forces but it is much more limited in its power, as such they are extensively trained in many weapon types and
combat abilities, usually to a far greater level of proficiency than any Druid would be expected to reach. A
Rangers combat training focuses on offensive skills, with the defensive side left to an individuals cunning and
agility. Many of a Rangers spells can either be used at a distance or allow the Ranger to fight outside their
opponents range, archery is one of a Rangers primary weapon skills and when mastered becomes one of the
most powerful weapons available to them. While defensively limited, a Ranger does have some defensive
boons including the capability to wear chain armour. Their armour class and hit points can be magically raised
and they can cast a shield which harms their opponent when they strike the Ranger. A Hunter is the WoW
equivalent of a ranger class that has an animal companion and may employ firearms. Their combat skills are
generally centered on Marksman archery and thrown weapons and gladiator dual-swords , and they receive
fighting style proficiencies, as well as Expert Flanking proficiencies. Defensively, Rangers receive Vaea
boosts to their hit points, as well as a threshold soak, up to two chosen element types to take minimal from,
and immunity to a poison of choice. At the highest common rank, a Ranger may receive a Spirit Animal.
Rangers may achieve any one of the Exemplar lists: Stalker, Ghost, Sniper, or Bounty Hunter. They are the
"police" of the country and widely feared. Normal people consider them sorcerers of the black arts, but the
rangers of Rangers Apprentice do not associate with magic. Only one ranger in the corps, Gilan, knows how to
fight with a sword. Every ranger, and any apprentice to a ranger, has their own horse. The horse they have is
specially bred and trained to travel for long distances at fast speeds. These horses all have a sort of "password"
needed to ride. If a person attempts to ride on the horse and they do not know the password then the horse
throws them off. Each certified ranger is required to protect and deal with trouble and laws in their fief, which
is similar to a state. The series bases itself around a young orphan named Will who becomes apprentice to a
high ranking ranger named Halt. By book five Will completes his apprenticeship and is a certified ranger and
is called upon to go on missions. Most of the time on these missions he is accompanied with Horace, a knight
who grew up with Will in the orphanage, and Halt.
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These weapons could batter and bruise Spanish conquistadors, but only rarely did any serious damage through the
heavy armor. Aztec warriors occasionally had a macuahuitl, a wooden sword with jagged obsidian shards set in the
sides: it was a lethal weapon, but still no match for steel.

Home Wampanoags live in New England. They lived in wigwams or wetus in villages. As weapons
Wampanoag hunters and warriors used bows, arrows, and wooden clubs. Fisherman used nets and bone hooks.
For clothes Wampanoags did not need to wear a shirt. Women wore knee-length skirts. Men wore breech
cloths with leggings. They dressed in deerskin mantles in the cold weather. They wore moccasins as shoes.
Wampanoags only wore a beaded headband with a feather or two. For food, Wampanoags grew many things.
Women harvested corn, squash, and beans. Men hunted deer, turkeys, small game, and went fishing in their
canoes. The children collected food like berries, nuts, and herbs. To get around Wampanoags hollowed out
huge trees to make dugout canoes which was used transportation and fishing trips. Over land they used dogs
as pack animals. Artists were especially famous for crafting wampum out of purple and white beads. A regular
day in a Wampanoag tribe was busy. Children played with each other, they went to school, and they helped
around the house. Kids worked more than they played. Men hunted and sometimes went to war to protect their
family. Women farmed and also did most of the child care and cooking. Both genders told stories, did artwork,
and played music. Some interesting facts are that the Wampanoags traded with all the other New England
Indians and storytelling is very important to Wampanoag Indian Culture. Powered by Create your own unique
website with customizable templates.
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